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And yet the theories that were originated before it was
realized --that were:originated 'when we were under the
force of these old Wolfian attitudes, are today beginning
to be taught in our .S.S. 'and are. getting into our popular
magazines. The evidence for these theories has largely been
disproveni in case after case we can show the remarkable
accuracy of the OT.

I picked up a se.riès'cal1ed KnoW Your Bible. I was
going through fit and its amazing bow often it says
"scholars have discovéred this," schol'ars have found this
to be so," Well the scholars who have found this-so are
largely under the influence of....the'Wolfian theory. The evidence
that has come to light in. reqént years completely contradicts
that approach to the Bible.' We can trust the Bible as it stands.
It is reliable. It is dependable. Of course there are places
where a little error in copying has come in. That has' happened
occasionally. But it oe6nbt affect any vital doctrine. Rarely
even does it x even' affect ay.minor historical statement.

The fact of the Bibl are given as written by the
original writers. There is 'no- réasbh 'why we should not believe
Moses wrote the five books".of.-MOsé's.;' that 'Mat., Mnkr, and
John wrote the gospels and-that they to.d what actually happened
and that the Holy Spirit kept them 'from error as they wrote.
Oh how active Satan is to destroyp,eople's faith in the
Scriptures. He knows his tinie'i-sshort. So while our Lord
tarries, Satan is trying to destroy people's faith in the
Word. But how wonderful th,at.God'.h'a's raised up from the dust
of the ages newevidénce in recent-years-,t6 show that his
word is dependable. May we not besatis'fiéd with knowing its
truth. May,, we. apply it to our lives, andhearts. May we take
of itsteachings and 'mak them the. luprint for' our lives. May
we bring our thoughts into conformity to God's'Word.
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